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Agile outside of IT?

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?

One problem that you like
to solve soon



Scrum?

Agile outside of IT?



What says Scrum about IT?

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?
“[…]Scrum is a framework for developing and 
sustaining complex products. […]
Scrum is a process framework that has been used to 
manage complex product development since the early 
1990s. 
Scrum is not a process or a technique for building 
products; rather, it is a framework within which you 
can employ various processes and techniques. 
Scrum makes clear the relative efficacy of your 
product management and development practices so 
that you can improve. […]”

*ScrumGuides.org



Agile outside of IT?

Framework…



What is a Product?

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?

What can be a Product?



Agile outside of IT?

What can be a PRODUCT? What is a PRODUCT NOT?

What can be a Product?
Talk to your neighbor and get an answer…



Agile outside of IT?
“Product, an item that ideally satisfies a market's 

want or need.”



Lean?

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?
In business and in government …

* Lean product development, lean thinking applied to product development
* Lean startup, how to start a company in a lean way
* Lean manufacturing, process improvement discipline
* Lean construction is a translation and adaption of lean manufacturing principles and 

practices to the end-to-end design and construction process
* Lean laboratory, application of lean manufacturing principles in a laboratory
* Lean services, application of lean manufacturing principles in a service operation
* Lean software development, lean manufacturing principles applied to software development
* Lean integration, application of lean manufacturing principles to data and systems integration
* Lean higher education, application of lean manufacturing principles in Higher Education
* Lean Six Sigma, combination of lean and six sigma approaches.
* Lean accounting, move away from traditional accounting methods to a system that 

measures and motivates excellent business practices in the lean enterprise.
* Lean Government, application of Lean thinking to government
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Ford

Agile outside of IT?



Toyota

Agile outside of IT?



Ford: Continuity in process flow 
Toyota: Continuity in process flow + variety in product

Agile outside of IT?



Kanban

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?

“Kanban starts with the customer’s order 
and standardize the flow of parts in their 
just-in-time production lines”



Agile outside of IT?

Toyota was inspired from what?



In a supermarket, customers take what they will need 
at the required time - not more & not less.

Agile outside of IT?



Lean Startup

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?

“The MVP (Minimum viable Product) was designed as a 
tool of Lean Startup to help teams answer two questions: 

1. What’s the most important thing we need to learn 
first for our project? 

2. What’s the least amount of work we need to do to 
learn that?”

Gothelf, Jeff. Lean vs Agile vs Design Thinking: What you really need to know to build high-performing digital product teams (p. 22). 



Minimum viable Product

Agile outside of IT?

Viable
ROI maybe out

of control
The Dream
that everybody want
it will be never 
finished

Minimum
MVP

No Value and
not easy to use,
unstable

Nobody want,
Cheap to build,

No sustainability
…

Easy to build
and to use



Agile outside of IT?
“Product, an item that ideally satisfies a market's 

want or NEED.”



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test

Understand the User

Get an Idea about their 
needs

Brainstorm to find a 
solution Test the solution

Build the solution with a 
simple way

Design Thinking

Agile outside of IT?



When you are in a really early stage, just 
playing around with different concepts, 

Use materials that are easy to find 
and cheap to buy.

A material that limits your aesthetic options 
helps to remove fear and to avoid focusing 
on how it looks. That is something you can
focus on later …

Design Thinking

Agile outside of IT?



www.agilemanifesto.org

Agile outside of IT?
Individuals and interactions 

over processes and tools

Working software

over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration 

over contract negotiation

Responding to change 

over following a plan

product !



(1) Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software. 

(2) Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer's competitive advantage. 

(3) Deliver working software     frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale. 

(4) Business people and developers  must work together daily throughout the project. 

(5) Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done. 

(6) The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation. 

(7) Working software is the primary measure of progress.

(8) Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 

(9) Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

(10) Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential. 

(11) The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 

(12) At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behaviour accordingly. 

Agile outside of IT?

product

http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html

product

designer

product



Agile outside of IT?

Scrum

Lean

Kanban

Design Thinking

Agile Manifesto

Agile Principles …

Who talks about software?

Not Really

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Talks about Products

Product -, Process improvements

Process definition

Product needs

Customer needs, Human needs

Human needs, Improvement, long-term

*

*

*Thing about a product?



Maybe

Agile outside of IT?



But a challenge can help us

Agile outside of IT?



A challenge can help YOU

Agile outside of IT?



Agile outside of IT?
Agile > Changing over following a plan

PDCA > Plan Do Check Act

Scrum > Transparency, Inspect and Adaption

commitment, courage, focus, openness and respect

Lean startup > Where to focus on, should we build this?

Design Thinking > Do we solve a real problem for 

the real user and with value?



Problem Solving Different

Problem Solving Different



Discover new Things

Discover new Things

Thinking out side the box

Problem Solving Different
Divergent Thinking              Convergent Thinking 

Nothing new here, no Innovation…

?



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different

Possible?



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different

Possible?
NO, not 
possible



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different

BUT



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different



To be Creative, you need Drugs…

Problem Solving Different

This is 
possible



Kids are better in this outside of 
the box thinking, they want to learn 

before they go to school

Problem Solving Different



Feel a secure environment 

Problem Solving Different



Thinking out side of the box

Problem Solving Different



Thinking out side of the box

Problem Solving Different

cold
drunk

Work 
with your 
neighbor



stimulate a solution for your 
problem…

Problem Solving Different

Input connect problem stimulate NEW 
solution



Rory's Story Cube



Pictureka!



Pictureka!



Magazine



Newspaper

Maybe better to use text, that you cannot understand ☺ …



Get my Story

Beer



Get my Story

Ticket system



Get my Story

Orders in a Restaurant



Get my Story

Ticket system



Get my Story

Ticket system



Get my Story

Transparency



Get my Story

Transparency



Get my Story

Learn your PROCESS



Get my Story

Kanban Project Management



Get my Story

Kanban Design Marketing



Get my Story

Kanban Design Marketing



Get my Story

Kanban Design Marketing



Get my Story

Kanban Design Marketing



Get my Story

Football club



Get my Story

Clubs



Get my Story

Invited for Own Clubs…



Get my Story

Invited for Own Clubs…



Get my Story

Have FUN, ENJOY and LEARN



Get my Story

IoT - Sniffer



Get my Story

IoT - Sniffer



Get my Story

Own Clubs…



Get my Story

Own Clubs… (antitheft device)



Get my Story

Own Clubs… (keep order…)



Get my Story

IoT – Water sensor washing machine



Get my Story

IoT – AC pump protection 



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



IT starts always with your brain

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



Innovation starts with I

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test

Understand the User

Get an Idea about their 
needs

Brainstorm to find a 
solution Test the solution

Build the solution with a 
simple way

Design Thinking approach

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



Designer

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

TELL STORIES AND GET FEEDBACK

THINK AND WORK VISUALL USE “PICTURE”

GET SIMPLE EXPERIENCE WITH SIMPLE THINGS 
AND LEARN

DON’T GO SOLO YOU ARE NOT SMARTER THAN 
EVERYBODY ELSE

KISS

THINK DIVERGENT THIS IS THE START FOR 
INOVATIOEN

INVOLVE THE USER / CUSTOMER



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

Is this what a PO should do?

TELL STORIES AND GET FEEDBACK

THINK AND WORK VISUALL USE “PICTURE”

GET SIMPLE EXPERIENCE WITH SIMPLE THINGS 
AND LEARN

DON’T GO SOLO YOU ARE NOT SMARTER THAN 
EVERYBODY ELSE

KISS

THINK DIVERGENT THIS IS THE START FOR 
INOVATIOEN

INVOLVE THE USER / CUSTOMER



Scrum

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



Retrospective Improve

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

IMPROVE with frequent (SPRINT) Retrospective
The Sprint Retrospective is an opportunity for the Scrum 
Team to inspect itself and create a plan for improvements 
to be enacted during the next Sprint

The purpose of the Sprint Retrospective is to:
• Inspect how the last Sprint went with regards to 

people, relationships, process, and tools;
• Identify and order the major items that went well and 

potential improvements; and,
• Create a plan for implementing improvements to the 

way the Scrum Team does its work

*ScrumGuides.org



A goal to focus - A start to improve

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

The Sprint Goal is an objective that will be met within 
the Sprint through the implementation of the Product 
Backlog, and it provides guidance to the Development 
Team on why it is building the Increment.

This helps to get focus and help for PRIOTITY
If there are to many different Things to keep awareness
And to focus on

*ScrumGuides.org



Where did we struggle?

Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

Getting a plan
There are two many changes of all the Products
Having a lot of different Customer at the same time

Sprint Goal
All Customer have different Problems to solve

Reducing multitasking
Supporting all the different Customer at the same 
Time.

Getting a WIP
Things taking to much time until they go in production

What helped us…



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

Three pillars of empirical process control:

Transparency

Inspection

Adaptation

What helped us



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

NO Fix Scope, NO fix Product

Focus on Customer and User need

Get the feedback and improve…

Get Innovation…

What will help us…



Scrum goes to Marketing
Design Thinking goes to IT

The question is how to manage 
and why we do it for whom, 

when?



What can we learn from each other?

What can we learn form each other?



We all have similar problems to solve

What can we learn form each other?



Type of work

What can we learn form each other?



Type of work

What can we learn form each other?

Develop external Products (main business, e.g. for clients)

Internal Projects (to optimize the whole business)

Changes (Changes that we need to follow up for a better business)

Problems (Unplanned problems, that immediately need to be solved)

Need to invest more

Try to get less



Satisfied needs

What can we learn form each other?



Superman?

What can we learn form each other?



What can we learn form each other?

… that takes responsibility



See the big picture

Look outside to look in



You are not perfect

Look outside to look in



Do not think you are unique

Look outside to look in



Do not think your problems are 
different

Look outside to look in



Go outside of your forest, learn 
from other people

Look outside to look in



Open your eyes

Look outside to look in



Everything is perfect

Everything is perfect?

Nothing is perfect



Improving > The chance with RETROSPECTIVE

Everything is perfect?

1. Work in short feedback loops
2. Have a frequent retrospective culture
3. Put the User to the center of everything and reflect
4. Control your work



Everything is perfect?
Individuals and interactions 

over processes and tools

Working product

over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration 

over contract negotiation

Responding to change 

over following a plan

INNOVATION STARTS WITH I



www.designmarketing-manifesto.org

INNOVATION STARTS WITH I



Thanks ☺
Sebastian Sussmann easier, just call me: Sebi

Email sebastian.sussmann@axonactive.com

https://vn.linkedin.com/in/sussmann

https://www.scrumalliance.org/community/profile/ssussmann

mailto:sebastian.sussmann@axonactive.com
https://vn.linkedin.com/in/sussmann
https://www.scrumalliance.org/community/profile/ssussmann













